
Benefits of Conterra Networks’ Custom Dedicated Networks

Our purpose-built fiber, microwave and hybrid Dedicated Networks deliver a network solution engineered for your unique 
needs. Our background in building, operating and managing custom networks provide our customers the optimal solution 
whether in Metro or Rural areas. We have forged a wide array of partnerships with LECs, MSOs, utilities, municipalities and 
other network operators that provide us additional capabilities to address the most challenging network requirements.

• Fiber, Microwave, and Hybrid Solutions Available
• Custom Solutions for both Metro and Rural areas
• Limitless Scalability and Network Control

Overview Details

Depending on your organization’s priorities, we will design, deploy, and operate the highest quality solution that will give your 
organization the flexible topology, capacity, and cost-effectiveness that will ensure your network is fast and reliable – built 
exactly to meet your specifications.

CUSTOM DEDICATED NETWORKS

Features of Conterra Networks’ Custom Dedicated Networks

We provide a turn-key customized solution from understanding your requirements, design, implementation and management.

• Customized solution design, engineered and managed to 
address your unique needs

• Bandwidth up to 10 Gbps
• Low latency end-to-end connectivity
• Availability of at least 99.995%
• Industry leading Service Level Agreements (SLA’s)
• 24 x 7 Network Operations Center (NOC) ensures your 

service performance
• You are in full control of your service with Conterra 

Networks’ “Ocular IP” Customer Portal.
22 States served  
9,500 miles Fiber owned
14,000+ Licensed Microwave route miles owned
524 Wireless towers owned

Conterra Networks States Served
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Customization
Build the most effective 
solution with a customized 
arrangement of transport 
services addresses your 
specific needs.

Reliability
Experience industry leading 
performance with 99.99% 
availability that is built into 
every network we design, 
build and manage.

Scalability
Partner with an experienced 
high-capacity network provider 
that builds communication 
solutions to enable your future 
growth and expansion.

Flexibility
Choose from Fiber,
Microwave and Hybrid 
networks to address your 
communication needs 
– no matter where.

Why Conterra?

My staff and I appreciate the quality of work and professionalism demonstrated by Conterra.
Conterra’s project management was truly outstanding.

Conterra exceeded all of our requirements including a design that will support increased 
bandwidth in future years.

K-12 / Education
Administrators, Teachers, and Communities – Build 
a more effective education environment with a 
limitless communications Network.

Government
Government administrators – Build an 
effective working environment with a limitless 
communications Network from Conterra.

Carrier / Wireless
Carriers can address their unique needs – whether 
carriers desire the ability to architect their own 
network over dark fiber.

Enterprise
Entrepreneurs, innovators, and thought-leaders – 
Pave the way for greater business growth with a 
limitless communications Network.

Healthcare
Health care administrators and health care 
professionals – Build the most effective and reliable 
healthcare network with Conterra.

Industries We Serve

Conterra serves educational, healthcare, financial, government, and wholesale organizations across the nation that require 
high quality, scalable networks – enabling limitless communications.


